We call attention to the fact that the top-Yukawa-coupling g t being of order unity a priori opens up the possibility for there existing a new sector of strongly interacting particles. That is to say that you may have phenomena such as bound states among the particles involved in these relatively strong interacions caused by the Yukawa coupling g t , much analogous to QCD. That is to say: top quarks and Higgses should form possible resonances and strong binding. Really one should rather ask for whether g 2 t /2/(2π) is large or small compared to unity, and thus it seems at first not of order unity, but if we correct by a factor 12 for considering a bound state of 12 constituents, we get a number of order unity, and a strong sector is expected! After the Korfu meeting a new diphoton resonace of mass 750 GeV were found in ATLAS and CMS, which could potentially be a bound state of 6 top + 6 anti top binding strongly, precisely because the top-Yukawa coupling is "large".
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If the Yukawa coupling g t is not "small" we cannot trust perturbation theory, and non-perturbative phenomena as phase transitions, bound states,etc. ... can occur.
Observing them experimentally we might at first take such non-perturbative effects for being "new physics"! Once there may be binding between top-quarks say due to Higgs exchange, it will be more efficient to bind so many as allowed by Pauli principle -or filling a shell -and not just two: Rather we have for long time dreamt about a bound state [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 , ?] of 6top + 6 antitop, because it is a closed shell system.
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There is an only two standard deviation little peak in the Higgs + Higgs mass spectrum with a mass ∼ 300 GeV, which could a priori be resonace due to the new type of a strong interaction, which we here claim. It were especially impressive to us in as far as Colin D. Froggatt and I in the appendix of an article [28] in a slightly indirect way came to a very crude estimate for the mass of our bound state of 6 top + 6 anti top quarks of 285 GeV. According to the mentioned philosophy, that potential bound states should be in their binding dominated by the exceptionally strong top Yukawa coupling, the most promissing place to look for our type of resonace would at first seem to be in top or Higgs involving decays, and thus looking in Higgs + Higgs decay is extremely suggestive.
Remark added after the conference: The very little fluctuation in the Higgs + Higgs spectrum has hardly any chance of being anything but a fluctuation, but the diphoton bumb seen after the conference but before finishing the proceedings at mass = 750 GeV looks more promissing. So at this moment of writting the believe is that it is the 750 GeV diphoton peak which should be a bound state due to the strong interaction due to the stength of the top-Yukawa-coupling [29] .
The retorical question in the situation, wherein the Standard Model functions so extremely well: If Standard Model works so well there might be little place for genuine "new physics" but could there be some effective new physics inside the Standard Model as e.g. due to non-perturbative regions in phase space (a second q.c.d. so to speak)? What one could realistically hope for:
• Bound states or resonaces formed from a may be relatively large number of the particles involved in the hoped for large coupling g t . I.E. bound states or resonances formed from top or Higgs.
• Or some phase transition, so that there e.g. would be another vacuum phase. Actually we have some model/speculations: How to make dark matter from such a new phase. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] Is say g t Large or Small or On Border ?
• At first it happens to be g t = .93 5 so indeed g t ≈ 1,
• But when evaluating Feynman diagrams there appear for every loop "following the momentum integrations" a denominator (2π) 4 , and making e.g. Gaussian approximation one gets extra π 2 * 2 2/3 /3, and actually the factor 1/(16π 2 ) is wellknown to appear, in fact for each loop.
• in this light -since 16π 2 ≈ 160 -we cannot claim but that g 2 t /(16π 2 ) is much smaller than unity. So we get for each loop a small factor and perturbation should be o.k.
• But now we must take into account that because the top-quark has spin and color there must appear a factor of the order N c * 2(or4) for each top quark loop so that we rather have for an average loop -which say could be made one out of 3 loops -a factor (N c * 2(or4)) 1/3 ≈ 2
• Also the number of Feynman diagrams increase at the end rather drasticly, like factorial.
Gluon-Photon-Relation

Rules, that may be Tested
Note we have only the one coupling g t , except if we decorate by gluons and thus the type of diagrams that can come into the strong coupling -in the new strong sector -is only this single Yukawa coupling! This must be used again and again in the Feynman digrams working for the strong coupling effects. This gives the prediction that that
The resonances or bound states belonging to this new strong sector would dominantly couple to Higgs and to top. E.g. a decay of a resonance in the scheme could be to a couple of Higgs bosons. (or into a couple of top anti top say).
• 2. Coupling externally to gluons (pairs) or to photons could only be arranged by the coupling attaching to the top-quark and thus would happen in just the ratio of the top-couplings to respectively gluon and photon. (It is this relation that is a prediction characteristic of our scheme; it means it is only the top-coupling correction κ t which is changed effectively when we look at Higgs decay and production.)
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The present considerations of a strong interaction sector or almost equivalently some bound state modifying the Higgs decay to two photons or the strongly related coupling of the Higgs to a pair of gluons, with the gluons being analogous to the photons is indeed found in our earlier work [30] .
If we assume, that there is some correction to the Higgs effective couplings Hγγ and Hgg (where g denotes gluon) both comming from a lot of very high order Feynman diagrams only involving Higgs H and top t propagators, then the effective contributions to these two couplings causing deviations from the ("naive") Standard model -and thus to κ γ − 1 and κ g − 1 -must be in a ratio given by the ratio of the coupling of a photon relative to that of gluons to the top quark. On next figure I inserted a line in the κ g versus κ γ plane (the plane of the foregoing figure) corresponding to the prediction for such a strong coupling effect.
Although the actually first seen fluctuation deviating from Standard Model of an excess decay rate to γγ were largely wash out by CMS. we still can get a tiny bit better fit -with one more parameter though -by our curve/line presenting some strong coupling effect involving only top and Higgs than by pure Standard Model (κ F = 1, κ V = 1). Our best fit means κ F = 0.9 or the ggH -which is mainly given by the top loop -being multiplied by 0.9 compared to the Standard Model. Hereby the gluon fusion amplitude goes down by 10% and so the rate by 20%. There are no top-quark decay of the Higgs for kinematical reasons. So the decays which are not only due to loops will not be significantly influenced. But the γγ decay is given by a negative interference between boson loops and the top-loop mainly in the Standard Model. Therefore an effect formally diminishing the top-coupling -and thereby the top-loop -from 1 to .9 say, will increase the decay rate of the Higgs into the γγ channel. With the restriction that only diagrams with top and Higgs alone as propagators only using the vertex top-yukawa a decrease of the κ t ≈ κ F to 0.9 ( from the Standard Model 1) would let κ γ 1.3 5 meaning then that the decay rate into γγ for the Higgs would go up by 1.03 2 5 = 1.07 i.e. by 7 %.
Some typical values for the hard estimate of the mass of the bound state S, which at first must be "small compared to the mass of the constituents" 12 top quarks having collective mass 12 · 173 GeV = 2.1 TeV, and sufficiently large that the Higgs boson cannot decay just into the two S-particles, are put forward in the Table 1 here. A mass m S > m H /2 = 63 GeV is required because a smaller S-mass would have made the Higgs decay dominantly into pairs of our bound state, and no Higgses would be found in the ordinary channels so far. 
Outlook Outlook on Hopes to use New Strong Sector in Standard Model (alone!)
The speculative hopes you could have to solve some of the problems of the Standard Model could be:
• 1. A new phase -as could easily happen if the coupling is close to the diagram series diverging barely(changing it a bit lets the effects of high order come in or not)-. Then one phase could be the usual vacuum, while the other phase could be "vacuum" realized inside macroscopic bodies, which filled with ordinary matter under pressure could be macrosopic balls making up the dark matter!
• 2. Since the top-Yukawa coupling like e.g. the α S (µ) runs due to the renormalization group, it will pass the "critical value" for being so strong that it makes severe non-perturbative effects at a certain scale µ crit . This could at least formally point to a way, in which one could formally obtain a number for even the scale problem number: the ratio of the planck scale to the weak scale v/M pl .
In fact the fact that the running yukawa coupling g t (µ) takes on a value very close to what we have argued is just between it being large and small (it is in fact on the border-line of making the diagram series diverge practically) just at the weak scale, i.e. g t (M Z ) is just on the border to make the diagram contributions increase with the order.) means that the weak scale is pointed out as the scale at which the top-yukawa is just passing the critical value (≈ 1).
Conclusion
Conclusion and Resume
• The top Yukawa coupling g t could be so strong that it means there is a new strong interaction section with strongly bound states new phases etc.
• Such a new strong sector could if ignored look like and have effects like the new physics we dream about finding in LHC soon.
• A characteristic signal is that it should seemingly show up as a top-coupling correction κ t (or crudely κ F in the plot shown to you), because it is only diagrams with top and Higgs that are in this system of new strong sector.
• Actually this just change the κ t can fit very well with the Higgs boson decay data; but of course the Standard Model is still also fitting in what we call the "naive" (= perturbative) approximation.
Conclusion and Resume continued
• If we believe we could crudely estimate our concretization by a bound state of 6 top and 6 anti top quarks we could even predict the strength of the strong sector effect. The best fitting mass for this bound state is only a factor 2 than a crudely estimated value publishedin an appendix. But with calculation it ought to be possible to calculate the size of the effect and thus obtain a correction to the Higgs decay branching ratios and production rate without any new parameters.
• Such a new strong sector could quite similarly to "new physics" providing new particles contribute some bound states or resonaces that could at least approximately be treated as new particles.
• The new strong coupling sector could also easily be speculated to provide a new phase.
• Such a new phase might give rise to macrosopic objects with this phase inside them. Such objects could perhaps make up the dark matter. (Usually one says that dark matter is completely excluded in the pure Standard Model, so even if a bit complicated a pure Standard Model picture of dark matter would be an achievement!)
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